
Virtual Team Building Resources 
Activity Ideas for Your Classroom, Meeting, or Training! 
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Hello! 

Building engaged communities - this is the heart of our work. With changing times, Campus 
Recreation’s Outdoor Program has built out options to serve as a resource to Boise State 
University. Our work is grounded theoretical frameworks of  Experiential Learning ,  Group 
Development , and  Challenge By Choice . This document contains websites and activities 
that we have tested and approved, and hope to be creatively adapted to fit your group’s 
online needs!  

Limitations 

Please note that there are some limitations to these activities. People with impaired vision, 
hearing impairment, lack of internet connection, and those who do not have access to 
multiple devices (computer and smartphone), or the ability to switch between tabs, may 
not be able to fully participate in some of these activities. If you notice lack of participation, 
we encourage you to adapt activities to fit everyone’s needs.  

Contact Us 

If you are interested in having us facilitate a team building experience for your group  for 
free , or would like to provide further feedback, please contact the Outdoor Program 
Coordinators.  Please share with us the creative ways that you use these resources! 
 
Jordan Frank:  jordanfrank@boisestate.edu 
Jordan Pascal:  jordanpascal@boisestate.edu  

Websites and Activities 

Google Jamboard 

This free resource takes a little time on the front-end to create, but is one of our favorite 
tools. Anyone with a google account can freely draw, type, and manipulate variables on the 
screen like a whiteboard. Here are a few ways we have used Google Jamboard to facilitate 
reflective topics and fun activities in meetings and team building programs. 
 
Pros and Cons  

● Every student, faculty, and staff should have a Boise State gmail.  
● Everyone can participate in their own creative way, and share only what they choose 
● Assumes that everyone in the group is using a computer and can switch into 

another “tab” easily to interact with the Jamboard. (An adaptation to combat this 
assumption is to have each break out group determine the “artist” to try to capture 
what each person vocalizes as a reaction to the given prompt) 

 

https://www.aee.org/what-is-ee
https://www.sdsmt.edu/uploadedFiles/Content/Campus_Life/Student_Activities/Organizations/Group%20Development%20Theory(1).pdf
https://www.sdsmt.edu/uploadedFiles/Content/Campus_Life/Student_Activities/Organizations/Group%20Development%20Theory(1).pdf
https://challengebychoice.files.wordpress.com/2008/02/challenge_by_choice.pdf
mailto:jordanfrank@boisestate.edu
mailto:jordanpascal@boisestate.edu


ACTIVITY: Group Drawing 
Include a link to the Google 
Jamboard in your Zoom group 
chat. Tell the group that they 
will be divided into a Zoom 
Break Out Group. Each person 
should pull up the link in 
another tab on their computer, 
and react to the given prompt. 
The prompt in the example 
below was “Draw something 
related to your quarantine 
experience”.  
 

 

ACTIVITY: Interact with an Image / Graphic 
Before your meeting, training, or class, upload an image onto the Jamboard. When everyone 
clicks on the link, they can select a sticky note, write their name on it, and maneuver their 
individual sticky note on the board according to your prompt or question. Here are some 
examples: 

 
 

 



Below, metaphors can be a great way to generate some deep reflections. There are many 
examples of metaphors online to choose from online, and sticky notes can be a great way to 
have people in the group anonymously contribute their thoughts. 

 
 
Jamboard can also be used to create a  “ Full Value Contract ” with the group that establishes 
standards set by everyone. In the image below, the prompt asks everyone to place a sticky 
note on the document to answer the question “What does this group value and expect 
from one another?” The following slide’s prompt is “How will we promote participation and 
candor over ‘groupthink’ and silence? How will we help each other learn and grow?” 

 

 

https://www.outdoored.com/documents/guide-full-value-contract


 

Flippity.net 

This free resource also takes some time on the front-end to create. However, there are many 
different options to create an engaging learning tool. We particularly like the templates for 
creating Bingo cards, playing Matching Games, and moving words around (like magnets on a 
fridge). Each of these templates can be used in a variety of ways to serve as an ice breaker or a 
training tool 
Pros and Cons 

● Fairly detailed instructions to successfully create your own game 
● Fresh, engaging, and there are many ways to get creative with these tools 
● Not everyone can individually participate with all of the activities. For example, on the 

“matching cards” activity, one person must be the designated person to share their 
screen and click the cards. 

ACTIVITY: Fridge Magnets 
You can pre-type in words (for example, words related to the curriculum, or types of personal 
values) and have everyone individually move them around in a particular order. You can have 
groups work together to make sentences, poems, stories, or challenge a group to write the 
department’s mission statement.  
 

 

ACTIVITY: Matching Cards 
Create your own matching game! Can match definitions or examples to words, or match 
together two halves of a sentenc e.  Try our demo on this link . 
 

 

https://flippity.net/
https://www.flippity.net/mg.php?k=1-aBNNyF2J_8nFdeKkUcMqC-wHc2icPtWs2nKEUybXWk


 

Zoom Annotate 

This tool on Zoom that does not require your team to click on another tab in order to interact! 
Note, you must be “sharing” your screen in order to use this feature on Zoom.  

ACTIVITY: Use Zoom Arrows 
Everyone can put an “arrow” with their name next to an answer in the slide you are showing. 
Have group members share at will why they selected that example from the category. 
 

 

 



Sli.do 

Here is a website that allows you to solicit answers anonymously from the group 
Pros and Cons 

● Questions can be synced to a Google Slides powerpoint as an “Add On” 
● Responses show up very quickly on the slide 
● Responses are anonymous and removes pressure for voicing thoughts, while 

encouraging participation from all 
● Best used with large groups of 15+ people (great for interactive webinars!) 
● Assumes that everyone interacting with this has a computer they can switch “tabs” on, or 

has a smartphone device on hand. (When using this feature, we like to add a note - 
“Alternatively, you can also add your thoughts and comments to the chat box, or raise 
your hand!”) 

 

 

 

https://www.sli.do/


 

Pear Deck Slides 

Similarly to Sli.do, Pear Deck is a “Google Add-On” that can turn your Google slides into a more 
interactive experience.  
Pros and Cons 

● We love that Pear Deck allows participants to draw, drag items, submit answers, and 
click on images 

● Presenter can reveal answers and interactions in real time 
● Participants must be able to navigate between two tabs on their device.  

 
In the activity below, the prompt is to choose a preference: Coffee, or Tea? An icon appears in 
the participants view, which they can drag to whichever image they prefer. Other options for 
Pear Deck include multiple choice, true or false, drawing, and more.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

https://www.peardeck.com/googleslides

